An exact expression for the remotely sensed reflectance (RSR, upwelling radiance divided by downwelling scalar irradiance) just beneath the surface of the ocean is derived from the equation of radiative transfer. It is shown that the RSR at a given depth in the ocean depends only on the inherent optical properties, the attenuation coefficient for upwelling radiance, and two shape factors that depend on the radiance distribution and volume scattering function. The shape factors are shown to be close to unity. An exact expression for the RSR just beneath the surface as a function of the vertical structure of inherent and apparent optical properties is derived. This expression is solved for an N-layered system, which presents the possibility of inverting remotely sensed reflectance data to obtain the vertical structure of chlorophyll in the ocean.
Introduction
The most important parameter in the determination of oceanic properties from remotely sensed radiance is the reflectance just beneath the sea surface. In the literature this reflectance has usually been given as the ratio of upwelling and downwelling vector irradiance. If the underwater radiance distribution at a given wavelength (in this paper we will assume monochromatic light) is given by L(O,0,z) (where z is positive downward, 0 is the zenith angle, and 4 is the azimuth), the irradiance reflectance ratio is given by Kozlyaninov and Pelevin 2 have used the same theory with further approximations to obtain (1) Expressions for this ratio as a function of the inherent optical properties (absorption and scattering) and apparent optical properties (parameters that depend in some way on the radiance distribution) have been derived by various authors. Preisendorfer 1 obtained various expressions using the two-flow or Schuster method.
The expression of most interest here is given by
where bb(z) is the backscattering coefficient defined by
fl(O,z) is the volume scattering function, and a(z) is the absorption coefficient. A similar result was obtained by Duntley et al. 3 Gordon et a. 4 
where A depends on the volume scattering function and the radiance distribution. As A is normally <0.05, this is equivalent to Eq. (4) provided 2bb = a.
The above expressions have been shown to be useful in the analysis of ocean color. The dependence of the reflectance just beneath the surface on the structure of optical properties at depth cannot be determined from these expressions, however. Furthermore, the remotely sensed parameter is radiance not irradiance so that the appropriate parameter to be studied for the inversion of ocean color data is the remotely sensed reflectance (RSR) defined by
For the purpose of this paper we will use nadir radiance (0 = r). Furthermore the scalar irradiance (E 0 ) will be used rather than the vector irradiance (E), as the former is much less dependent on solar elevation than the latter. The scalar downwelling irradiance is defined by
The definition of the remotely sensed reflectance for the remainder of this paper is thus given by
where L(r,z) is used rather than L(7rO,z) as is immaterial for = 7r. An exact expression for RSR(z) as a function of inherent and apparent optical properties will now be derived from the equation of radiative transfer.
II. Remote Sensing Reflectance
The equation of radiative transfer for a medium without internal sources and for which the horizontal gradients are negligible compared with the vertical ones is given by
where
and cos-y = csO csO' -sino sing' cos(o -0').
Let 0 = 7r so that
The integral over the zenith angle in Eq. (14) is now divided into a forward component (0,7r/2) and a backward component (7r/2,7r). It is assumed that the volume scattering function as well as the radiance distribution are continuous in the region (7r/2,7r). Equation (14) can then be rewritten in the following form:
where 7r/2 < < r and r/2 < o < 7r. Hence
where bf is the forward scattering coefficient defined similarly to bb in Eq. (3). Ed(z) was defined in Eq. (9) .
To proceed we need to relate Q(.,z) and L(,z) to more readily measured quantities. This is done by setting
thereby introducing the two shape parameters fb (z) and fL (z), which are anticipated to be close to unity as both the volume scattering function and the radiance distribution are relatively uniform in the region (r,ir/2) compared with (0,7r/2). Substitution of Eqs. (16) and (17) into Eq. (11) yields
The attenuation coefficient for nadir radiance, k (7r,z), is defined in a similar way as the attenuation coefficient for irradiance:
from which it follows that
Substitution of Eq. (19) into Eq. (18) and factoring yield the desired exact equation for the remote sensing reflectance:
which is valid at all depths. Of special interest is the RSR at the surface and its dependence on the vertical structure of the inherent and (13) apparent optical properties. To find the vertical dependence, consider the equation of radiative transfer (11) into which Eqs. (16) and (17) have been substituted:
Equation (22) is a linear differential equation of first order, the solution of which is given by
At very great depth in the ocean, the radiance vanishes. By setting z = a, we thus get
We now substitute
where Kod (Z) is the attenuation coefficient of the downward scalar irradiance, into Eq. (24) and divide by Eod (°) to obtain RSR(o):
Equation (26) shows the dependence of the remotely sensed reflectance on the vertical structure of the inherent optical properties bb(z) and c(z), the apparent optical property Kd (4, and the shape parameters fb(z) and fL(Z).
IV. Shape Factors
The shape factors fb and fL depend on both the volume scattering function and the radiance distribution.
Even in a homogeneous ocean these parameters will thus change as a function of depth. While Eqs. (21) and (26) are exact they are not very useful unless some a priori limits can be put on the range of values of fb and -Near the surface of the ocean radiance distributions tend to be sharply peaked in the refracted direction of the sun. With increasing depth or increasing cloudiness, the maximum radiance shifts toward the vertical and the radiance distribution becomes less sharply peaked. For the analysis of the probable range of values of the shape factors in oceanic conditions a sharply peaked radiance distribution obtained 6 near the surface during bright sunshine (I in Fig. 1 ) was chosen as well as a diffuse radiance distribution that was obtained 6 during overcast conditions. Volume scattering functions in the ocean also vary greatly in shape. Again, extremes were chosen for the assessment of ft and fL.
The first, labeled (1.25,3) in Fig. 1 , is the volume scattering function obtained 7 from Mie theory for a collection of particles with a slope of 3 for the Junge-type cumulative particle size distribution and with a relative index of refraction of 1.25. This scattering function is representative of largely inorganic material, such as might be found off the mouth of a river. Two scattering functions were used that are representative of largely Lag 0(9) organic material, with low relative indices of refraction (1.02) and with cumulative size distribution slopes of 3 and 5. These are labeled (1.02,3) and (1.02,5) , respectively. The scattering functions of the organic material are much more sharply peaked in the forward direction, while the scattering function for the inorganic material is relatively sharply peaked in the backward direction. Radiance distributions and volume scattering functions in the ocean tend to be less extreme than the ones chosen here for analysis. It is therefore anticipated that values for fb and fL obtained from the combination of the functions chosen would cover the range of values to be expected in the ocean. The values calculated for fb and fL are shown in Table I .
V. Discussion
An exact equation that describes the dependence of the remotely sensed reflectance solely on the vertical structure of the inherent optical properties can be ob- irradiance, or their ratios on the inherent optical properties that is not obtained from a formal solution of the equation of radiative transfer will always contain apparent optical properties. 8 In this paper we have sought to limit this dependence on apparent optical properties to readily measureable quantities such as k(r,z) and K 4 d(z) and on the shape parameters fb(z) and fL(z), which have a small range of values in the ocean and can be approximated by unity without great loss of accuracy. Table I shows that the shape factors fb and fL depend only weakly on the shape of the radiance distribution, the variation being <5% for the two radiance distributions with a constant volume scattering function. This is due to the shape of the radiance distribution in the upward direction being relatively constant even though the shape in the downward direction varies greatly. In a homogeneous water mass fb and fL could thus be expected to vary <5% from their surface values.
A larger variation of the shape factors fb and fL was observed as a function of the shape of the volume scattering function. Nevertheless for the extreme cases analyzed here, fIL was covered by a range from 1.00 to 1.12 and fb was covered by a range from 0.80 to 1.27. Equation (21) shows that any error in fb is translated immediately into an error in RSR, but an error in fL has a much smaller influence. Using the above argument and the calculated ranges of fb and fL for extreme cases of the radiance distribution and the volume scattering function, it is concluded that the expression for the RSR(z) can, in virtually all cases, be approximated to within 30% by setting fb (z) and fL (z) equal to 1. The resultant equation is
k(ir,z) + c(z) -bf(z) k (r,z) + a(z) + bb(Z)
At first glance it might appear that Eq. (27) ignores the dependence of RSR(o) on the vertical structure of the optical properties. This is not the case as k (-r,z) is an apparent optical property and therefore depends on the vertical structure of the radiance distribution, which in turn depends on the vertical structure of the inherent optical properties. This is seen by setting z = 0 in Eq. If we set fL (z) and f (z) equal to unity in Eq. (26), we obtain an equation that can be solved for an N-layered system. In such a system we assume that the optical properties are constant within each layer. Kod is an apparent optical property and could vary as a function of solar elevation even if the inherent optical properties are constant. Baker and Smith 9 have shown that Kd is relatively insensitive to solar elevation and have called Kd a "quasi-inherent" optical property. Kd should be even less sensitive to solar elevation than Kd. We assign the optical properties c(1), bf (1) , and Kod () to the first layer with a depth range from 0 to z 1 , similarly the depth range of zi 1 to zi has optical properties c (i), bf (i), and Kod(i). The integral from 0 to in Eq. (26) is broken up into N segments zi-1 to zi in which the optical properties are constant, so that
wherep(z) =-c(z) + bf(Z) +Kod(z). Wecansimilarly break up the integral in the exponent
When the integrals in Eq. (28) are carried out, we ob-
which can be rewritten as
Equation (31) 
The relationship of the remote sensing reflectance and the irradiance reflectance thus depends on the shape of the radiance distribution as well as on the vertical distribution of optical properties which is contained in the apparent optical properties.
VI. Conclusions
A new exact relationship for the remote sensing reflectance [Eq. (21)] has been derived from the equation of radiative transfer. This relationship contains two parameters, b and fL, that are probably well within 30% of unity, so that the approximate expression Eq. (27) should be valid to within -30%. An exact expression [Eq. (26)] for the depth dependence of the remote sensing reflectance on the inherent and apparent optical properties was also derived. This expression can be solved for multilayered systems when the shape factors are assumed to be unity. It is shown that for case 1 waters with N-distinct chlorophyll layers there are 2N -1 independent parameters. The measurement of the remotely sensed reflectance at 2N -1 wavelengths could then in theory be used to obtain the vertical structure of the chlorophyll.
